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Drive-In Massacre
1976, 2007 Cheezy Flicks Ent, 
MVDb2b.com

This classic cult film starts out... "On 
August 19th in a California Drive-In it all 
began..."

This rated R, filmed in color, 69 minute 
movie from 1976 is brought to you by 
Cheezy Flicks Entertainment (for good 
reason) and MVD.

It starts out in that old Drive-In style filming 
where all the glitches and fuzz come 
floating through the film and you wonder 
how many times they played the reel. But 
maybe they didn't do that on purpose, 
because it clears up later... maybe it was 
just too overplayed, though you'll wonder 
why when you watch it yourself!

The first murder occurs when a young 
man's head is sliced off while he reaches 
for the sound box for the Drive-In movie he 
and his girlfriend are watching (well, he's 
watching, she was more interested in... 
other tings). The young couple become just 
the first of many victims of the Drive- In 
Massacre.

Do the massacres have something to do 
with the carnival that once inhabited the 
land on which the drive-in now sits? Was 
the murder the crazy sword swallower or 
was it the hateful projectionist- or maybe it 
was someone else all together. You'll have 
to watch to find out.

The next night the killing continues and the 
detectives pursue their job of finding out 
who the killer is. Both times it has been a 
happy couple out to see a movie, is there a 
pattern here? As the killings continue and 
more people die you'll have yourself 
wondering- why am I still watching this and 
who is slicing these people up!? Well, you'll 
never know if you don't watch it for yourself!

This move does for Drive-In theaters what 
'Psycho" did for showers... just be happy 
there aren't many Drive-Ins left these days!

-Yvonne Glasgow


